
 

 

sixteen3 Introduces Romy: A Lounge Chair Range Evoking Contemporary Grandeur 

sixteen3 ltd is proud to introduce Romy, a spacious and elegant lounge chair range designed 
for optimal comfort with an air of contemporary grandeur. Romy offers a refined approach to 
relaxation in interior spaces, combining sophisticated aesthetics with impeccable style to 
create an atmosphere of comfort and luxury. 

The Romy lounge chair offers two distinct height options—mid back and high back—each 
tailored to different preferences and aesthetics. The high back version exudes grandeur with 
its prominent wings, creating a dramatic silhouette that serves as an inviting focal point. 
Crafted for those who seek indulgent comfort and style, the high back Romy not only 
provides a spacious seating area but also enhances acoustics, making it ideal for fostering 
private conversations or providing a cosy retreat amidst the hustle and bustle. 

In contrast, the mid back Romy features a lower profile, offering a more open and visible 
presence in office settings while still delivering support and comfort. This version improves 
sight lines, enhancing the flow and openness of a space and encouraging collaboration and 
interaction among users, making it an excellent choice for creating inviting, social areas or 
collaborative workspaces. 

With a versatile range of three leg styles—star base, wooden four-leg, and tubular metal 
leg—Romy encourages personalised expression and ensures seamless integration into any 
interior scheme. The swivel star base offers flexibility and ease of movement, while the 
wooden four-leg carries a timeless elegance with customizable finishes ranging from natural 
wood to painted colours. The tubular metal leg, available in our range of 24 metal finishes, 
introduces a contemporary flair to the design. Its tubular frame wraps around Romy's 
upholstered body, adding an extra layer of creative styling and creating a striking yet 
sophisticated contrast detail. 

Romy boasts a spacious seat that invites users to settle in and find their ideal position with 
ease. Whether opting for the mid back or high back version, individuals are treated to ample 
room for comfortable seating, allowing for free movement and accommodating various 
postures without feeling restricted. The generous seating space also serves as a versatile 
canvas for creating layered interiors with the addition of scatter cushions, elevating both 



style and comfort. This adaptability allows Romy to be tailored for various preferences day to 
day and updated for the evolution of interior schemes in the longer term. 

The Romy range will be available to order from launch on May 21st, 2024. For more 
information about Romy and to explore the full range of sixteen3's furniture solutions, please 
visit www.sixteen.co.uk/products/romy. 

About sixteen3: 
Based in the North of the UK, sixteen3 is an independent furniture designer and 
manufacturer with a passion for sustainability and longevity. We take pride in our 
commitment to quality craftsmanship and eco-friendly practices, striving to make a positive 
impact by offering furniture solutions that are not only stylish and functional but also 
environmentally responsible. 
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